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Web design by trial and error is not a strategy.
Building a performance-based website is not just about design; it’s about architecture. You wouldn’t build a
house without a blueprint, so why would you develop your site without one?
An architect designs a custom home around a homeowner’s lifestyle. A good web designer creates a website
around the user’s experience—the buyer’s journey.
The layout of a site can make or break a customer’s experience. Design it well, and you’ll see a direct impact
on your leads and ultimately your sales.
In this chapter, we’ll walk you through the critical components of a website that is optimized for conversions.
We’ll tackle how to do this by answering the three questions every visitor asks themselves when they land on
a website: Am I in the right place? Do I trust this website? What am I supposed to do next?

Am I in the Right Place?
When someone visits your website, one of the first questions they’ll ask themselves is: Am I in the right place?
They want to quickly determine if your website is likely to have the answers to their questions. If it doesn’t,
then they’ll go somewhere else.
In Chapter 2, we discussed the importance of creating buying personas, and how it can impact your content
strategy—the same can be said for your website. Understanding why and how your buyer personas make
decisions not only guides you on what content you need to have on your website but how that content should
be consumed. Let’s take a further look at the various website elements that can impact how your visitors
interact and spend time on your site.

Site Architecture
“If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll end up someplace else.”
– Yogi Berra
American Baseball Player
A functional website isn’t just a collection of pages; it’s a result of upfront planning. When planning your site,
begin with a simple list of the main pages and subpages. Think of it like the organization chart of a big
company: the home page is the President, who links to all her executive pages, who, in turn, link to their staff
pages. This basic structure is called the sitemap.
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Figure 15: Sitemap Structure

A sitemap makes it easier for your team to visualize the flow of the site. It also makes it easier for your
designer to plan the layout, and for you to plan out the necessary content for each page.

User Flow
“Get rid of everything that is not essential
to making a point.”
– Christoph Niemann
Illustrator
The “user flow” encompasses the steps a visitor takes to accomplish a task on your website. Which pages do
you want them to visit first? What pages do you want them to visit next? What pages do you want them to
end up on? Which pages give them a chance to take action?
Think of your website as a community with roads leading from one point to another, and different turns that
can quickly get you to your destination...or quickly get you lost. If you take the time to plan your community
well, your visitors will find what they are looking for and take the action you want them to take.
It’s tempting to keep adding pages, content, drop-downs, and products or services as they occur to you, but
before long, your website will evolve into an unplanned community with no direction or discernable objective.
Here are the user flow principles we recommend following when optimizing your website for conversions:
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“Just Enough” Is More
You don’t want to give your visitors too many choices, too soon. As a parent, I can tell you from experience
that you never ask your kids what they want for breakfast. You ask them if they want the Cheerios or the
Oatmeal. Likewise, you only give your visitors a limited amount of options so you can control their experience
on your website.
Another note on keeping it simple: it’s wise to minimize distractions to your users by omitting gratuitous
images and unnecessary information. Concentrate on just the information they need to decide to do what you
want. Make it easy for the user to scan and consume your content in “snackable chunks.”

Stay on Task
Your website flow needs to match both the visitors’ needs and your business objectives. To maximize
conversions, you need to know two things:
•
•

What action you want users to take.
What action your users want to accomplish when they visit your site.

Visitors rarely just come to your website and immediately do what you want them to do. They need to go
through a series of steps that lead to a mutually desired action. Effective design isn’t just about how
something looks, but how it works. Updating the look of your website may make you feel better, and may
build confidence in your brand. But by itself, it will probably have minimal effect on conversions.

Consider the Source
Visitors coming from a social post or social advertising aren’t necessarily looking for your product or service
when they arrive—your site may have just looked interesting enough to explore. These users are at the top of
your sales funnel and need to be convinced that your service is a good fit before they’ll feel comfortable
reaching out to you.
Conversely, visitors coming from a paid advertisement or bottom-funnel organic search are probably already
looking for a solution like yours. They are somewhat pre-qualified because they are the ones who initiated the
search. Your job is to educate them as to why you are their best choice, rather than to convince them that
they need something they were already looking for.
Even though the source of the traffic dictates the stage of the buyer’s journey, there is typically a point where
all actions on your website flow into the same desired call-to-action.
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The Right Information at the Right Time
The heart of optimizing your site for conversions lies in providing the correct information at the right time.
Plenty of businesses make the mistake of asking for too much, too soon.
A strategically designed flow builds upon each piece of content to support the next thing a customer will
experience.
Take charge of your visitors’ experience by offering the following information throughout the flow:
•
•
•
•

•

Value proposition: What’s in it for them, and why should they get it from you?
How it works: Consumers don’t like ambiguity. Have you anticipated the information they need to
make a decision?
Social proof: People want to know that you’ve made other people like them happy. Have you included
testimonials, reviews, references, case studies?
Minimal friction: Don’t ask for any more information than you need—this is a good practice for SEO
and web accessibility as well. Minimize distractions on each page and optimize page load times. In
other words, make it a seamless, pleasant experience.
Clear calls-to-action: A call-to-action (CTA) is an instruction that’s designed to prompt an immediate
response. CTAs should be clear, concise, and value-oriented. For example: “Register for the webinar,”
“book an appointment,” or “download the ebook” are all examples of strong CTAs. (We’ll discuss this
in more detail later on in this chapter).

Page Architecture
“Being a source of information is great.
Being a source of solutions is better.”
– Chuck Bankoff (Me)
Just as your website needs to flow from page to page, each page needs to flow from concept to concept. The
elements that link this flow are your headlines and subheadlines.
People don’t read on the internet, they scan. They pay attention to headlines, images, and bullet points. If
they like what they see, they’ll read more. Make each page on your website “scannable” so that it can be
consumed quickly.
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Do I Trust This Website?
After a website visitor has determined they are in the right place, the next question they’ll ask themselves is:
Do I trust this website? That’s why trust elements such as content and images can have a real impact. Your
visitors want to know they’ve not only landed in the right place, but that they are somewhere they can feel
comfortable sharing their contact details.
There are obvious trust elements that every website should have:
•
•
•

A phone number that stands out in the top right corner
Certification seals or partner designations
Visible policies (private, refund, shipping, etc.)

But some may be less obvious. Let’s take a look at some of these crucial trust elements below.

Design Elements
While website design is an entire category of its own, there are some important points to mention that could
impact user conversion on your site.
Don’t overlook the importance of your web visuals. With the ease and convenience of modern web publishing
comes an array of stock photos and stock illustrations, but the problem with using these is that everyone else
is using them too.
To whatever extent your budget can afford, opt for custom graphics, icons, and photography. Use real behindthe-scenes photos of your business rather than stock imagery of fake customer service reps and industry
professionals. No one believes the cheesy stock image of the model wearing a headset is your customer
support center.
Keep your design elements, colors, and fonts consistent sitewide. It’ll reflect well on your brand, which will
inspire confidence in your future customers and increase the likelihood of a sale.
As for your written content and website copy, use your buyer personas (see Chapter 2) as a guide. Think about
what your customers want to see, read, or consume, rather than what you want to say.
In many cases, the user might make a decision to buy (or not) based on your headlines and subheadlines.
That’s why headlines are so important—they may be the only thing that people read on any given page. You
should spend as much, or more, time on the headlines as you do on the body copy.
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The Need for Speed
Slow loading pages are a top “dissatisfier” in the internet world. Search engines will actually penalize you
when you don’t optimize your site for load time. Additionally, consumers are likely to get impatient and have
less confidence and trust in your brand if your site takes too long to load. According to a study by the
Aberdeen Group, a mere one-second delay in page load time results in a 7% reduction in conversions!
The truth is, we’re just less patient online than we are in the real world. Slow loading pages break the rhythm
and flow of your site and play havoc with your conversions. As a rule, if you have enough time to make a
sandwich while a page is downloading, it’s probably taking too long! Actually, during that time, your visitors
have likely gone to another site and purchased with them instead!
To begin to diagnose the speed of your site, use one of the many free tools available online to test it. Search
online for “webpage speed test,” and you will find the most current free software available.
There are several possibilities as to why a page may be slow to load, but the number one culprit is oversized
images. We’re not referring to visually large images, but rather images with large file sizes.
Making an image look smaller once you upload it to your site doesn’t change the file size. The solution is to
compress your images and graphics before uploading them to your site. Most photo editing software can
compress large files into smaller JPEG images, and there are even websites and apps that can help you do this.
As a standard best practice, images on your website should be no larger than 500KB (the smaller the file size,
the better).
Other load time issues include bad JavaScript, excessive HTTP requests, bloated code, and lack of caching.
These are more technical and should be handled by professionals.

Case Studies, Testimonials, and Reviews
No matter what you’re selling, potential buyers like to see confirmation that you’ve made other customers
happy. These are all powerful sources of content for moving prospects even closer to the final buying stages.
Case studies are underutilized, which makes them even more powerful. They allow you to tell stories about
your brand, and people love stories. Case studies are typically specific to your niche or industry, which bolsters
your credibility in your vertical market. Few things are more influential to potential customers than data and
factual claims made by consumers just like them.
Testimonials also carry quite a bit of weight in the customer buying process. But the problem is that everyone
knows that you can hand-pick which testimonies you want to showcase on your site, hide negative comments,
and even write the testimonials yourself.
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Testimonials are great, but reviews from customers are better. For someone to leave a review on a credible,
third-party platform (Yelp, Facebook, Google My Business, etc.), they need to have a unique login and profile.
As a result, it is hard (but not impossible) to leave a fake review. As a result, consumers tend to trust
independent reviews more than testimonials on your website.
When it comes to negative reviews, generally speaking, people are more likely to vent when they are
dissatisfied than to praise when they are happy. As a result, customer sentiment is naturally skewed negative.
To offset this, and to “reshuffle the deck,” be proactive and reach out to satisfied customers and request
reviews. You should typically not offer them anything in exchange for leaving you a review since this could
result in you becoming banned from specific review platforms.
Since reviews are on third-party platforms, you could take a brief snippet from each review, strategically place
it on your website, and link to the source. Verifiable independent praise is social proof that you’ve made other
customers happy.

Video
Consumers are proving to be much more likely to engage with a video than with static text. Websites that
include multimedia content like video are much more likely to appeal to a variety of users and convert more
visitors into leads and customers.
Video can convey emotions, demonstrate a product, and enhance credibility and comfort through testimonials
or step-by-step “how-to” sessions. Video can be used as your FAQ section or to quickly make your case on
landing pages. At the end of the day, it’s one of the quickest ways to deliver your message and enhance your
brand. To get a full appreciation of the power of video, be sure to check out Chapter 8.

Pricing Page
An ecommerce website will have to discuss price, but what about a service-based business? What if your
service is fraught with variables that will affect the price, or you offer custom packages? Having a pricing page
doesn’t mean that you need to publish specific prices—but you can discuss ranges or the variables that will
affect the price. You just need to give the user some understanding of whether they’ll be able to afford to
work with you or not.

Home Page Accessibility
Not all visitors are going to land on your home page when they arrive on your website. However, we’ve found
that users will often click over to your home page to reorient themselves and continue their journey through
your site from there.
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It’s rarely necessary to include a link to your home page in your main menu. But it is a best practice to have
your logo in the same place on every page and to link that logo back to your home page.

What Am I Supposed to Do Next?
Once your site visitors determine they are in the right place, and in a place they can trust, the next question
they’ll ask themselves is: What am I supposed to do next?
How do I learn more? How do I get in contact with this company? What is the next step I need to take? All are
questions your visitors will start asking themselves, especially as they look to engage with you further. That’s
why paying attention to conversion elements—things that can positively impact your conversion rates—is
extremely important.
The below is not an exhaustive list; they are the primary elements we recommend you consider when
designing your conversion-friendly website.

Capture Leads for Nurturing
By an overwhelming margin, most website visitors do not interact with a website on their first visit. Only a
small percentage will ever come back. That’s why your website must be set up to be a lead capturing system.
And when set up correctly, you can turn your traffic into additional money for your business through
remarketing and lead nurture campaigns.
To capture a lead, you need to offer something valuable enough that someone would trade their personal
contact information for it. We call that a “lead magnet.” At the risk of being cynical, a lead magnet is
essentially “bait.”
Some examples of lead magnets are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Checklists
Resource kits
Webinars
Cheatsheets
Free consultations
Ebooks
Training videos
Exclusive case studies
Access to a private group
Coupons
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•

Quizzes or surveys

At its essence, a lead magnet is a transaction. You are trading your irresistible piece of content for someone’s
contact information—so don’t short-change them. If you give them something less valuable, like a blog post,
they may feel resentful, and you will lose credibility.
There are no rules as to what you can use for a lead magnet, except that it must appeal to your buyer persona.
The best downloadable content for lead magnets is collateral that can be consumed in five minutes or less.
Any longer than that, and people tend to “save it for later,” but they won’t.

The Call-to-Action
You can optimize everything on your website, but ultimately there is only one thing standing between your
visitor and conversion, and that’s your CTA.
A call-to-action is a piece of content intended to persuade a user to perform a specific task. This task might be
making a purchase, downloading your lead magnet, or clicking through to a landing page.
CTAs should be direct; never ambiguous. They should relate to the content surrounding them; for example, a
good CTA for a blog page might be to download an ebook or subscribe to the blog. A good CTA for a “Contact”
page might be to book a consultation.
Regardless of the CTA, you need to show the visitor why they should take action and then provide them the
mechanism (i.e., button) to take action. Here are some examples of excellent calls-to-action.

Example #1: Blog growth
•
•

The Pitch: 20 Guides, Checklists, and Templates to Accelerate Your Blog’s Growth
The Button: Download the Guide

Example #2: Square
•
•

The Pitch: Start selling in Canada today. Take care of your business anywhere with Square.
The Button: Get a Free Trial of Square

Example #3: Pipedrive
•
•

The Pitch: Take control of your sales process—try it free!
The Button: Get Started Free
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Figure 16: Example of Good Calls-to-Action

A good CTA is more than a “click here” button. It should align with your page content and your buyers’
journey.
Here are a few CTA best practices to follow.
•

•

•

•
•

•

Easy to notice: Don’t try and make your CTA blend in with the site and become part of the scenery. You
intentionally want it to stand out. Use colors that aren’t used anywhere else on the page, and don’t
bury it in clutter. Surround it with plenty of white space.
Above the fold: Place your CTA towards the top of the page where the user will see it immediately. If
they have to scroll, they might never see it. It’s not only acceptable but desirable to repeat it farther
down the page.
Action-oriented words: Generally, less is more. If you can keep the button text between two and five
words, that would be ideal. “Download Now,” “Sign Up Free,” “Book a Demo” is unambiguous and give
a specific direction.
Use first-person voice: Research indicates that “download my ebook” is more effective than
“download your ebook.”
Right page, right time: Consider where the user is in their buyer’s journey. Have you ever gone to a
website for the first time and before you can read anything on the page, a form immediately pops up
asking you to subscribe to a newsletter? Why would you subscribe to a newsletter on a website you
haven’t looked over yet?
Sense of urgency: Create a fear of missing out. Sales copy such as, “only four per month,” “limited to
inventory on hand” or creating a limited-time offer will trigger more people to act now. Of course, you
should never create a false sense of urgency—customers can see through these types of gimmicks, and
they may hurt your reputation.
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In digital advertising, it’s easier to retain existing customers than to attract new ones. Well, with website
performance, it’s easier to increase your conversions than it is to get more traffic. Take a look at the impact
that improving your conversion rate by just 2% can have on your bottom line:

Figure 17: Sales Improvement

Your CTAs are the moment of truth; the culmination of all the hard work you did to get the visitor that far
down the sales funnel. When executed correctly, your CTAs will help you grow your email list, capture visitor
contact info for retargeting, and ultimately increase your conversions.

Site Forms
The less information you ask for, the more likely it is that a user will fill out your form and submit it. The best
practice is to ask for the smallest amount of information you need to start a relationship with the user. Once
you have their essential contact information, you can continue to learn more about them as they interact with
your website and fill out your forms (see Chapter 10 for more information on lead nurturing).
The exception to this “rule” is when the cost of vetting these leads exceeds the value of those leads. In that
case, a longer form that asks for qualifying information can act as a built-in screening process.
Other best practices include placing your Privacy Policy and additional reassuring information adjacent to the
submit button. Clicking that button is the moment of truth, so you want to eliminate as much apprehension as
possible.

Pop-Up Forms
Pop-ups that appear in inappropriate places at inappropriate times are just annoying and ignored with little
more than a glance.
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A classic mistake businesses make when using pop-up forms is forcing a pop-up to appear before the user has
had a chance to consume the important information on a page. A pop-up that appears on the home page,
blocking the information before a user has decided if they are at the right place does more harm than good.
Most pop-up systems allow you to:
•
•
•
•

Place them on specific pages
Set a delay to give the user a fair chance to acclimate themselves to your offering
Wait until the visitor scrolls to a certain point on the page
Activate them when the user shows “intent to exit” (one of our favorites)

Intent to exit is triggered when a user moves their mouse to close the browser window or hit the back button.
At this point, they’ve likely decided to leave, so this type of pop-up gives you a final chance to salvage that
visit.

Figure 18: Intent-to-Exit Pop-Up

We’ve had great luck with this type of pop-up when it says something like “Wait! Don’t leave emptyhanded…” followed by an offer to download something that will capture their contact information and move
them into our lead nurturing system.

Live Chat and Bots
Most consumers have grown accustomed to texting and thus are often more comfortable communicating by
tapping out letters on a device. They expect that they can get immediate satisfaction while maintaining a
certain degree of anonymity.
Chat comes in two flavors: live chat and programmable chat (chatbots). Live chat is always preferable, but
advances in AI (artificial intelligence) technology have made programmable chat (conversation with an
intelligent chatbot) increasingly more effective (more on this in Chapter 7).
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Not every company has the resources to make someone available 24/7 to chat with customers. But many
services offer “chat agents” that act as an answering service does for phone calls. Some of these services have
the modest goal of harvesting the visitors’ contact information while others are capable of answering basic
questions, setting appointments, or otherwise engaging the visitor.
Here’s an example:
We are heavily involved in the education industry. One of the schools we worked with appeared to have a
disproportionately low amount of inbound phone calls based on the amount of traffic we were sending to
their website. The numbers didn’t make sense. Further analysis indicated that the bulk of their conversions
were occurring through their chat app, not through phone calls or submitted forms. As it turned out, that
traffic was converting at a very high rate, just not through the channels we suspected. What did we learn?
Users in that demographic preferred to chat.

Landing Pages
A vital component of your website strategy and another element that can impact your conversions is landing
pages. Landing page design is a topic I’ve tackled in previous iterations of this book, and it’s still worthy of an
entire chapter.
Technically, a landing page is any page a visitor lands on after clicking on a call-to-action from another source.
It could be from an email or a paid advertisement on search or social. For our purposes, a landing page is a
dedicated page that is designed to drive visitors to complete a single, specific call-to-action.
It is not designed to be a comprehensive source of information. It doesn’t contain many links to other pages. It
doesn’t encourage visitors to leave and explore the rest of your site—it is designed for conversion, not
exploration.
A typical landing page sequence might look like this:
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Figure 19: Landing Page Flow

Without having the luxury of dedicating this entire chapter to landing pages, we thought we would cover a
few “campaign killers.” These killers are the things that will sabotage your pages if you’re not careful.

Too Much Text
As mentioned multiple times, people don’t usually read online; they scan. They see images, headlines, and
bullet points. You often have 2-8 seconds before they decide to bounce off the page or spend time on it. How
much is the right amount of text? The answer is no more than you need to make your case.

Error Pages, Broken Links, and Anything That Does Not Work
Nothing diminishes confidence like a website that doesn’t work. Even worse for landing pages, because unlike
a site with multiple paths, a landing page has a particular flow down the sales funnel. Anything broken on the
page becomes a dead end.

Required Fields
Consumers don’t like giving up their personal info for fear of being bombarded with emails and offers they
don’t want. Unless you’re using required information to pre-screen submissions (where the cost of screening
exceeds the value of capturing contact information), you’re more likely to get a submission if you try to gather
only the most essential information. There will be plenty of time to request personal information and
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telephone numbers once you have their basic information and have established a relationship with them. As a
general rule, the less you ask for, the more you’ll get.

No Email Privacy Information Next to The Email Form
Few people read a lengthy privacy policy, but most consumers are comforted when you have one. The mistake
is burying it deep on the page when you should be linking to it right at the point where they decide on
whether to submit your form or not.

Lack of Communication Choices
Everyone has their preferred communication preference. Some people like to talk with a human on the phone;
others prefer to live chat because of the spontaneity and anonymity. Others like the convenience of just filling
out a form and shifting the initiative of follow-up to the merchant. There is statistical evidence that shows
having a phone number as an option increases form submissions simply because of the additional confidence
that the merchant is accessible if necessary.

Inadequate Shipping and Pricing Information
No one likes surprises when it comes to money. Not making it clear what a consumer’s final price will be
(including shipping and taxes) is a recipe for shopping cart abandonment.

Too Many Links Leading to Too Many Destinations
If you give a visitor too many choices, they will eventually find their way out of your funnel. Keep it simple, and
keep it focused.

Considerations for Ecommerce Sites
There is a great deal of psychology that goes into website design, but even more so with ecommerce where
people are deciding whether they want to spend money or not.
Here are some general rules to achieve maximum conversions from your ecommerce store:
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Quality Images
Images are particularly critical on ecommerce sites. People like the tactile sense of touching an object, or the
feel of experiencing it for themselves. In lieu of being able to experience a physical object, it can be a gamechanger to include crystal-clear images from multiple angles, or videos of a product being experienced by
someone who is physically interacting with it.

Useful Product Descriptions
Your products need to have descriptions—keep them simple, but informative. Focus on the benefits of your
product and anything else that might be of use to the consumer. For example, knowing the dimensions of your
product might affect the consumer’s buying decision. Bullet points can be a succinct and effective way of
writing your product descriptions.

Video
If your product requires a demo, video can be your best salesperson. Even videos of people wearing your
fashion line, driving your car, or otherwise interacting with your product in everyday situations allow the
consumer to experience your product vicariously.

Avoid Clutter
Make buying from you as straightforward a possible by eliminating distractions. The less time they spend
looking for your product and the more time they spend looking at your product, the better.

Simple Menus
Don’t get too specific with your menus. If you create too many categories to wade through, the consumer is
reading, not shopping. Imagine this hierarchy as a framework for categorizing your products: Category →
Subcategory → Detail. Think department store, not swap-meet.

Make it Searchable
Once you’ve successfully minimized the menu, you still need to make sure a user can find what they are
looking for. You don’t want users to have to scroll randomly and unnecessarily through hundreds of options.
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Minimize the Checkout Process
Ask for the minimum information that you need to complete the transaction. The longer the process takes,
the more likely they will abandon their cart. There’s a reason Amazon has a one-click checkout option.

Offer Free Shipping
What would you rather pay for; a $20 T-shirt with $10 shipping, or a $30 T-shirt with free shipping? The final
cost is the same, but psychologically the customer is getting a more expensive product—with free shipping!
Shipping does not add value to your product, so compensate for it in the price of the product (if necessary).

Quality Hosting
If your website goes down, you are out of business until it comes back up—this will have an obvious impact on
your customers’ experience with your site. Some low-cost hosting providers may have decent up-time, but
their ability to load your website may not be as fast as other dedicated hosting services.

Customer Reviews
As we previously mentioned, testimonials are great, but the reviews are better. Enable customers to leave
product reviews on your ecommerce site, and incentivize them to review products with follow-up emails after
making a purchase. New customers are attracted to those five golden stars, so the more you can get, the
better!

Phone Number
The number one “trust icon” on any website is the phone number. The mere fact that you have one
prominently displayed will ease concerns and instill a sense of confidence in your brand.

Parting Thoughts
“Good design is like a refrigerator—when it works, no one notices, but when it doesn’t, it stinks.”
– Irene Au
UX Designer
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If we had one piece of advice to leave you with, it would be to build your website experience around your
customers, not around yourself. Put yourself in their place. They aren’t there to admire your website; they
have their own concerns, questions, and intentions.
They’re experiencing your website on a mobile device even when you aren’t. They don’t know how you
operate unless you tell them through words or videos. They have to look for everything on your site even if
you know where it is, and they aren’t going to read—they’re going to scan.
Make it easy for customers to do business with you online, and you will see a positive impact on your
conversions.
TIP: If you want to access some more resources on website conversion and design best practices, visit
www.wsiworld.com/book-resources.
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